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Resume
 TokenIdle’s mission is to create an accessible learning space where everyone 
can learn the fundamental concepts of blockchain and understand its potential. Us-
ers will be rewarded with TokenIdle $TKI for each skill acquired during their learning 
journey.

 Our long-term vision is that mastery of blockchain and its economic and so-
cial implications can open career opportunities for users and create new jobs. To 
achieve this, we plan to create a platform that meets the needs of two types of us-
ers:

• Beginner users who want to discover the basics of blockchain.
• Experienced users who want to deepen their knowledge and discover the latest 

industry trends.

 The TokenIdle platform uses NFTs (Non-Fungible Tokens) to validate the skills 
acquired by users. These NFTs can then be used to earn interest (staking) in TokenI-
dle $TKI tokens and to be traded on a dedicated marketplace.

 Users can achieve their goals by accumulating the most TokenIdle, collect-
ing unique NFTs, and receiving other exclusive rewards. The platform has its own 
player economy, where users can truly own, buy, sell, and trade the tokens and NFTs 
earned through their skills and contribution to the ecosystem.

 TokenIdle is not just a platform for blockchain users, but a platform that 
could introduce blockchain to millions of people.



Warning
 The contents of this white paper are subject to change and should not be 
considered a guarantee or promise from TokenIdle or any other person or organi-
zation mentioned in this white paper regarding the future availability of services 
related to token use, their performance, or their future value.

 It is important to note that there are risks associated with the development 
of the TokenIdle platform and the underlying technology. There is no guarantee that 
the platform creation process will be uninterrupted or error-free and there is an in-
herent risk that the game contains weaknesses or vulnerabilities that may result in, 
among other things, the loss of tokens.

	 This	white	paper	does	not	constitute	a	buy	recommendation	or	financial	ad-
vice,	but	only	information.	Any	investment	in	TokenIdle	carries	significant	risks,	such	
as	price	volatility,	insufficient	liquidity,	and	potential	total	loss	of	capital.	It	is	import-
ant to understand the risks before any investment.
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Introduction
 TokenIdle is a platform that allows users to earn rewards for acquiring block-
chain and Web 3.0 technology skills. It operates using the Polygon blockchain and 
the TokenIdle $TKI token is the platform’s utility token.

	 Our	goal	is	to	reward	users	for	their	engagement	by	offering	TokenIdle	$TKI	
tokens in exchange for their actions on the platform. We aim to revolutionize tra-
ditional learning methods by giving users true ownership of their skills through 
non-fungible tokens and rewarding their participation in the ecosystem with our 
utility token, $TKI.

	 There	will	be	and	already	are	many	NFTs	that	users	can	collect,	each	offering	
different	reward	capabilities.	NFTs	increase	the	production	of	TokenIdle	$TKI	tokens	
based on the user’s performance.
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The $TKI Token
 TokenIdle is the native currency of the game, it is an ERC-20 token that is 
used to purchase NFTs on the marketplace, participate in the game, and trade on 
decentralized exchanges such as Uniswap. It is based on the Polygon/Matic block-
chain technology, a sidechain that runs parallel to Ethereum, allowing for fast trans-
actions and reduced transaction fees.

 There is a limited supply of TokenIdle tokens that can be used for various pur-
poses such as:

• Marketplace: NFTs can be bought with TokenIdle tokens on the marketplace.

• TokenIdle Game: NFT holders can be rewarded with TokenIdle tokens on the 

gaming platform.

• Decentralized Exchange: TokenIdle tokens can be bought and sold on decentral-

ized exchanges.

• Staking: It will be possible to lock TokenIdle tokens to generate passive income.

• Education: Users will have access to blog articles and newsletters to improve 

their skills.

• Major	Blockchain:	There	will	be	a	competition	that	will	reward	the	best	profiles	in	

the ecosystem.

• These uses allow users to participate in the TokenIdle ecosystem and reap eco-

nomic	and	educational	benefits.
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The TokenIdle platform
TokenIdle Ecosystem for Users

 The TokenIdle Game platform: Users can learn about blockchain and cryp-
tocurrency concepts while being rewarded with TokenIdle tokens for their engage-
ment and progression in the game levels.

 The TokenIdle marketplace: Users can exchange TokenIdle tokens for unique 
and high-value NFTs, which can be used to earn additional token interests (staking). 
The NFTs can also be used to access exclusive content and special events.

	 In	conclusion,	the	TokenIdle	ecosystem	offers	an	 interactive	and	enriching	
gaming experience that allows users to earn real money value while learning about 
blockchain and Web3.0 technology.

NFT Ecosystem

 The TokenIdle platform allows users to earn TKI rewards for their engagement 
and progression in learning about blockchain and Web3.0 technology. To do this, 
players must acquire NFTs, which are unique non-fungible tokens that represent 
skills or achievements in the game. 
Some NFTs can be purchased on the platform’s marketplace using TKI tokens, while 
others	can	only	be	obtained	by	validating	specific	skills.	These	NFTs	provide	access	
to additional rewards, such as token interests (staking) in TKI, increased TKI token 
production,	and	exclusive	benefits	in	the	game.
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NFT Characteristics

 The NFTs that can be purchased on the marketplace give you access to ex-
clusive	benefits	such	as	 interest	on	your	$TKI	tokens	when	you	stake	them,	dis-
counts on future purchases, or privileged access to exclusive events.

 On the other hand, skill NFTs reward learning and mastery of concepts re-
lated to blockchain and Web 3.0 technology. Each validated skill NFT grants you a 
reward in $TKI tokens and also allows you to progress in the game levels and access 
increasingly challenging challenges.

NFT Issuance

 At TokenIdle, we believe that non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are a key tool in help-
ing users monetize their learning and engagement in the ecosystem. That’s why we 
decided to create a platform where NFTs are issued solely by TokenIdle. These NFTs 
can be obtained either by purchasing them on the TokenIdle marketplace or by val-
idating	specific	skills.	
Whatever the means of obtaining, these NFTs are entitled to rewards in TokenIdle 
$TKI tokens. It is important to note that these NFTs will be available at all prices, so 
that	all	users	can	benefit.	The	power	of	the	rewards	will	directly	depend	on	the	price	
and/or	difficulty	of	obtaining	a	given	NFT.
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Tokenomics
The TokenIdle platform is based on the use of non-fungible tokens (NFTs) that allow 
users to validate their skills and receive rewards in TokenIdle token ($TKI). NFTs are 
unique and limited in number, they can be purchased on the marketplace or earned 
by taking actions on the platform.

Our goal is to create an ecosystem that rewards users for their engagement and 
participation	 in	 platform	growth.	We	want	 to	 offer	NFTs	 accessible	 to	 all	 players,	
regardless	of	their	budget,	by	issuing	NFTs	at	different	prices	and	with	different	re-
ward levels.

By using this player-based economy, we hope to build innovative business models 
that will bring immediate liquidity to users and investors.

TokenIde Distribution Plan
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Type of allowance Number of TKI tokens

Private sale 100 000 000

Listing 50 000 000

Founders and team 50 000 000

Communication and marketing 150 000 000

TokenIdle Rewards Ecosystem 650 000 000

Total 1 000 000 000

	 TokenIdle	has	allocated	a	portion	of	its	token	reserve	for	specific	uses.	Private	
sale tokens are reserved for exclusive sale, listing tokens for public sale upon list-
ing on a decentralized exchange, founder and team tokens for TokenIdle’s founding 
members, communication and marketing tokens to support promotion and com-
munication	 initiatives,	 and	 finally	TokenIdle	 rewards	 ecosystem	 tokens	 to	 reward	
players	on	the	TokenIdleGame	platform.	This	ensures	effective	use	of	tokens	for	dif-
ferent platform development needs.

Investing

 The sale of tokens reserved for TokenIdle’s founders and team is subject to 
restrictions to ensure the platform’s long-term stability and growth. Each team 
member can only sell 5% of their tokens every quarter, and only if the TokenIdle 
price is higher than the previous quarter. This ensures that the team is aligned with 
the	interests	of	the	platform	and	users	while	maintaining	sufficient	liquidity	to	fund	
development and marketing initiatives.
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Deflationary mechanism (burn)

 We have implemented a strategy to regulate the TokenIdle supply. During 
each sale of our NFTs for our TKI token, a portion of the funds will be used to reduce 
the circulating supply by burning tokens. This will help maintain the token value at 
a stable level. Furthermore, a portion of these funds will be used to reward players 
and support the game’s future development, while others will be used to support 
the	different	technologies	related	to	the	platform.
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 It’s important to note that the priorities outlined in our whitepaper are subject 
to change based on factors such as rapid user growth, groundbreaking discoveries, 
and community feedback. It’s also important to understand that these projections 
are	based	on	the	best	knowledge	and	expertise	of	our	team,	but	can	be	affected	by	
unforeseen factors. TokenIdle is an innovative platform that uses cutting-edge and 
constantly	evolving	technologies,	which	carry	significant	risks	and	uncertainties.

Roadmap
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Summary

 In summary, the TokenIdle platform is designed to reward users for their time, 
effort,	and	purchases	dedicated	to	the	game	and	ecosystem	growth.	NFTs	play	a	
key role in this ecosystem by allowing users to earn interest on the TokenIdle token. 
NFTs	can	be	purchased	on	the	marketplace	and	have	different	characteristics,	with	
different	prices.	The	more	valuable	the	NFT	is,	the	more	it	increases	the	interest	in	
TokenIdle.	The	deflationary	mechanism	of	the	token	is	also	in	place	to	reduce	the	
number of tokens in circulation and create a sense of scarcity, which will increase 
the value of the token.
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CEO: Leo Pestre, Founder

CTO: Noé Rouméas, Co-Founder

CMO: Kylian Bedouet, Co-Founder

Lead Developer: Thomas Messina, Co-Founder

Team & partner


